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Introduction; 

Ancient world knew different civilizations, where they had different relations some were friendly others 

were destructive and hostile fighting over leadership or survival. But relation between Arabic and 

Chinese civilizations remains with special and different style. Along its history it was characterized with 

being friendly and flawless free from fighting or differences which made it unique example of relations 

between nations. 

Trading was one of the most important way of exchanging civilizations effects where trade was and still 

the passage that carried the civilizations examples and special human relation among different countries 

and prepared for more interactions, trading also played major role in development of geography and 

seas science and exploring the countries and determining their borders, resources, products, habits and 

traditions. 

Also it had role in finding other forms of human relations like merchant settlements and stabilization at 

the countries they visited and marrying the natives which produced exchangeable effects at most 

aspects of life whether at the economic or social or political or civilizational sides. 

That whole image was manifested in the relation between Arabic countries and China, where trade was 

the main factor in knowing each other. The arrival of Arabian merchants to China happened along time 

ago at the ancient history where the relation at its first stage was based on exchanging items then 

developed to exchanging interests then exchanging cultures and ideas that transformed into exchanging 

whole civilizational effects especially when the borders of the two nations was converged . 

I will pursuit to accentuate the mutual effects between the Islamic Arabic civilization and the Chinese 

civilization at different aspects of life at this research. 
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